
AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE GEORGIA CHAPTER 

FALL BOARD MEETING 

Socialize, Network, and gain Continuing Education Credit 

SEPTEMBER 19TH, 2015 IN ATLANTA, GEORGIA 

1 P.A.C.E® approved contact hour . This is a basic level program.  ASCLS GA is approved as a provider of continuing education programs in 

the clinical laboratory sciences by the ASCLS P.A.C.E.® Program. 

Schedule 

9:00 a.m. —12:30 p.m.: ASCLS Georgia Fall Board Meeting at Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta Egleston Campus in 

Classroom 8 and 9. We will provide a light breakfast and lunch  

Address: 1405 Clifton Rd, Atlanta, GA 30329  

1:15 p.m. — 2:15 p.m.: Following the conclusion of the meeting we will meet at Orpheus Brewing Company for an in 
depth tour with Orpheus Brewing’s Brewmaster Jason Pellett for 1 P.A.C.E.® approved contact hour beginning at 
1:15. Orpheus Brewing conducts brewery tours with complimentary beer tastings for $12. You’ll get 7 tasting tickets. 
(You can also purchase a brewery tour that includes a souvenir 6pk to take home.)  Cash or card is accepted and 
will be due prior to the beginning of the tour at 1:15  

Address Orpheus Brewery: 1440 Dutch Valley PL, NE Atlanta, GA 30324 

2:15 p.m. — 4:45 p.m. At the completion of the tour at 2:15 we will socialize in the brewery 

5:00 p.m. Dinner at One Midtown Kitchen  

Address One Midtown Kitchen: 559 Dutch Valley Rd, Atlanta, GA 30324  

The Science of Sour Beers   Speaker: Jason Pellett Orpheus Brewing  http://www.orpheusbrewing.com  

Orpheus Brewing will provide a guided brewery tour involving a step-by-step discussion of how malted grains and water become beer with the help of 
fermentation and yeast. The tour will also include in-depth discussion of the sciences involved in the brewing process including biochemistry and microbi-
ology.  
 
At the end of this program, the attendee will be able to: 
1. Describe the principles and biochemistry of the brewing process.  
2. Cite the microbiological techniques and the yeasts and microorganisms involved in the brewing stages.  
3. Explain the importance of quality control within the different stages of brewing beer.  
 

You must be 21 and over to attend this event. 

http://www.orpheusbrewing.com/

